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See Pete's book Pages 101 to 105 for more information.

All programs are locked using Lock-1 Gem.  Lock-1 allows for 
copying so you can use these to make potentized jewelry, water/oil, 
food, broadcast, etc.  You can even copy them. 

Please note that the number to the left of the program name is the program number
for that specific program and has meaning.  When recording work that you did using
this library you can just record the program number.  For example: 7,8,9,3 means 
that you created a program that contains “St. June & Buddha Buddies Ver 4” AND 
“Financial Fulfillment” AND “Take Control of My Life” AND “Lock-1 GEM”.  Some 
programs in this library refer to number/programs not made available.  That is 
deliberate. Everything in this library is spiritual in nature provided without warranty.

2016 Public Release

1. ROSP Version 1.00
(Radionics Operating System Program) Used to enhance abilities, the 
workstation and protect work from interference.  Can also be broadcast to a 
witness. 

2. Unlock-1 GEM / Solids
Used to unlock or clear gems/crystals/jewelry/hard candies/most solids. If a 
gem is locked and you want to add programs to it, run once.  It will unlock 
without erasure.  To clear/erase everything, run the program twice in a row. 

3. Lock-1 GEM / Solids
Use to lock programs in gems/crystal/jewelry/hard candies/most solids.  This 
locks the gem so that no other programs or energy can modify the item.  
Lock-1 does not have passwords and there are no restrictions on copying or 
usage.

6. Lock-1 WATER / Liquids
Use to lock programs in water so that no other programs or energy can get 
into it.  Lock-1 does not have passwords and there are no restrictions on 
copying or usage.  Ink and paint are a liquid. 

7. St. Jude & Buddha Buddies Bracelet Version 4
This program includes spiritual and accelerated healing on many levels.  It is 
where I start for all healing programs for humans, animals and plants.  It is 
very powerful, and has had a lot of success.  It even helps with minor 
problems like insect stings, minor bruises and small burns but is beneficial for
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serious and persistent problems.  It is compatible with all other healing 
programs.  This is actually several different programs working together 
starting with the Saint Jude program.  See #35. 

8. Financial Fulfillment
Copy program into silica or quartz sand and spread around the property or 
area where you wish to have more financial fulfillment.  You can also 
broadcast it 24/7, potentize it into water/oil or incorporate it into jewelry.

9. Take Control of My Life
Take control of your life with this program.  Changes will occur so make sure 
you are ready.  This program has been emotionally painful for those that 
really need it but very successful.  Part of how it works is by forcing you to 
see what is wrong in your life and presents you with solutions.  Change is 
always painful but necessary for growth.  Can not be stopped once started. 
Yes, it is emotionally painful, expect crying.   Each person is different. 

10. Bully Be Gone
Remove bullies from your life with this program.  How they go away will be up
to them, but they will stop bullying you.  This program is actually beneficial to
the bully as it helps them to become less of a bully and more of a normal 
human.

11. Repay IOU
Use this program to get payments for past due bills.  You can simply place the
sand/gem program on the invoice or bill that is overdue and set it in the 
corner until it has been paid.  Sometimes this takes months to work.  
Someone who does not have the ability to pay will want to but cannot do 
what they cannot do.  You can speed this up by broadcasting it.

12. The Phoenix Version 2
The Phoenix is another spiritual healing program that is compatible with St. 
Jude & Buddha Buddies Bracelet Version 4.  Use this program when there is 
elderly involved or long term illness or the problem is critical.  It is 
appropriate to use for dire need.  The name of Phoenix is appropriate.  If you 
find the need to use this program consider also using 13 & 23. 

13. Psychic Attack with Sacred Geometry
This is the standard psychic attack programs to ward off / balance psychic 
attacks combined with sacred geometry which makes the target less 
vulnerable to psychic attacks in the future by correcting spiritual entry points 
that are damaged.

15. A123-C (all organs)
Spiritually re-balance all the major organs.
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16. Brain Fog
Resolves problems with long term brain fog.  Users have reported success.

17. Lyme
Spiritual healing directed at Lyme Disease.  Very powerful.  Completely 
compatible with all medical procedures for Lyme's.   Suggest the use of CJ's 
“skin” prayer stones after this program.  See Pete's book for details on where 
to obtain CJ's programs.

21. Love & Lust
This program will reignite the love between two people or it will make that 
lack of love apparent.  Useful for couples who are having relationship 
problems.

22. Saint Jude
Saint Jude is the base for all spiritual healing used by Pete.  It is powerful and 
can be broadcast or potentized.  It is also the base program for #7 (Saint Jude
and Buddha Buddy Bracelet).

23. SIR – Soul Integration Repair
The Sir (Soul Integration Repair) program does exactly what it says. It does 
not repair the soul. I don't believe you can damage the actual soul. It does 
not repair the physical body. It repairs the integration of the soul into the 
body. There are vast spiritual benefits from this better communication which 
include benefits to the physical body and elimination of entities.

2017 Public Release

24. Vampire Repellent

Vampire repellent is the program defined in Pete's book (Pages 122-126).  It 
assists in repelling  energy vampires and energy drainers.  Does not work 
against Apex Vampires.

25. Hell Burner #1

This program is for repelling Apex Vampires and energy drainers.  (Pete's 
book Page 126) Put this program into a pocket Radionics Power Pod (RPP) and
carry.  Next time you attend a public event (especially psychic fairs which 
attract energy drainers) and you are carrying the program in a RPP watch the 
large number of people who suddenly leave. 
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29. Enhance PSI Ability

Enhance your psychic abilities.  No warranty and be sure you want it.  It does 
not always work but it is alway reverses the “Disable PSI Ability”. 

30. Disable PSI Ability

When many naturally strong psychics enter their 20's they sometimes have 
difficulty dealing with their abilities.  This can be severe and upsetting.  This 
may also include difficulty sleeping, a general believe they are losing their 
mind due to “seeing” things or “knowing” things or the “impossible” abilities 
to move things, etc.  This program is for them.  It gives them a break.  
Potentize it into jewelry or broadcast it.  It will eventually “wear-off” or you 
can reverse it with “Enhance PSI Ability”. 

35. Super Bracelet (1,7,8,12,13,14,15,16,23,24,25)

As of the year 2017 this is what I potentize into all jewelry.  Note, program 14 
is not part of the library.  This is deliberate but may change in the future.  
Program 14 is included in program #35.

36. EWell Transmittal Program #1 (1,7,8,12,13,14,23,25)

As of the year 2017 this is the program that I transmit when using the EWell.  
You can transmit this without an EWell.  Note:  Not all programs are suitable 
for transmittal 24-hours/day.  This program has been fully tested and is good.

38. Increase Energy, Energy Reserves, Stamina (Version 1.0)

Increases energy, energy reserves and stamina.  Should result in a general 
feeling of well being.  Spiritual in nature, AS-IS-WHERE-IS, No warranty.

2018 Public Release

39. Cloaking Program Version 1.0

The cloaking program is new and while it has had some success it has not yet had the full test of time.  
Monitor carefully.  

The radionics cloaking program attempts to make you invisible to psychic/magic/spiritual/radionic 
attacks.  Unfortunately it also makes you invisible to beneficial attempts.   It does not make you immune 
to attacks which involve direct touch.  For that look at bubbles of protection.

If you want to send radionics programs at the same time as the cloaking program then put the cloaking 
program in the input well along with the witness and any other programs or setting you want to 
transmit.  They will be sent together.  Therefor the machine that transmits the cloaking program can in 
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fact see you.  That machine should be physically secured from mischief.  To discontinue the cloaking 
program just remove it from the well. 

Not tested but should work, is to potentize the cloaking program into jewelry.  As long as you are 
wearing the jewelry “they” should not be able to target you.  To discontinue the cloaking program just 
remove the jewelry.

As an aside, the word cloaking means to hide or cover so as to not be seen.   Warning if you attempt to 
attack a senior radionics master while cloaking yourself I suggest you think two or three times first.

46. Lazarus Program Version 2

The Lazarus program does not raise the dead but it takes people on death’s door 
and gives them more time.   The primary reason for this is to give the Doctors more 
time to do what is needed to return to health.  Can add years but each case is 
different.  Requires 24/7 broadcast.

48. Herbal Turpentine from American Georgian trees

No explanation is offered for this program.  Either you know or you don’t. 

72. Exorcism Version 2

This program was developed as a joint effort between Rae Bright Star Thomas and 
Pete Radatti.  This version will attempt to get rid of demons and evil spirits up to a 
middle weight fighter.  Later versions will take on heavier fighters.  There are still 
problems with people who actively defend the demon who is infesting them.  For 
more information on Rae Bright Star Thomas see her store front. Custom 
orgone and potentized items.  https://www.etsy.com/shop/WholisticArtisan

How to Use:

All of the programs in the kit are locked with lock-1 gem. You should never unlock them. 
When you copy them the lock will not copy.  Assuming you are copying to something 
solid and not broadcasting, the process will be something like the following:

1. Turn a bank on and set to 0-100.  Assuming potentization, turn the potentizing well on
and set to IN-PHASE.  These settings will remain for the rest of this procedure. 

2. Put jewelry/crystals/sand/food that you want to potentize into the Potentizing Well.  
Put the master tube from the kit for Unlock-1 Gem (#2) into the Witness Well. 
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3. Run unlock-1 gem to clear them of any negative energies from the crystals in the 
Potentizing Well.  If the jewelry/crystals/sand were already locked then you will have to 
run unlock-1 gem twice in a row. (not just twice the time)

4. Put the master tube from the kit that you want to use in the witness well. Set one 
bank to 0-100. Use stick to determine how many minutes to potentize for. It will rarely 
exceed 30 minutes and will almost always be less.

5. Turn the potentizer on, set it to IN-PHASE then go into broadcast mode for the 
minutes indicated.

6. After the above is done, then copy lock-1 gem into the gem to lock them. This makes 
sure that they will not be damaged during travel or from magnets, strong sunlight, etc.

Notes:  If you are making a copy of one of the locks, first potentize the lock into the 
sand/crystals then lock it.  Example, Lock-1 Gem:  Potentize it then run it a second time 
to lock it.  For unlocks: Potentize it then run Lock-1 Gem to lock in the unlock.

NOTICE: These programs are made available on an “as-is, where-is” basis with no claim or 
warranty of any type.  In addition, you are not paying for these programs.  They have been 
made available free.  You are paying for the significant amount of work and cost involved in 
sourcing appropriate containers (test tubes), quartz crystal sand, clearing the sand, filling the 
tubes, programming the sand, locking the sand, repeating this for all of the programs for hours 
on end and combining them into a library with appropriate packaging and documentation.  This 
is why you can't buy these programs, just the work involved in making copies is more than 
anyone can charge and that doesn't count the years of work developing the programs.

How to get copies of my programs: Essence Healing, Phone +1 (605)381-3383, Email: 
s.barone.emond@gmail.com for doing the vast amount of work necessary to make this library 
available to the general public.

Pete's book(s):  The book refereed to in this document is titled, “A Fun Course in Beginning 
Radionics” by Peter V. Radatti.  ISBN-13: 978-1542419970, ISBN-10: 1542419972.  The black & 
white paperback imprint is available from www.amazon.com for $14 USD.  Kindle versions are 
free with the paperback. 

There is a second book titled, “How to Build an Electronic Witness Well for Radionics” by Peter 
V. Radatti.  ISBN-13: 978-1545124819, ISBN-10: 1545124817.  The paperback imprint is available
from www.amazon.com for $9.95 USD, kindle free with paperback. 

I also write books on nutrition and computer security. 
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General Comments from Pete: 

Hi,

Some people have asked why there are numbers missing.  The reason is because I did not 
release those programs.  There could be a lot of reasons for that including some of these 
programs are fragments used as a subroutine in larger programs.  A few programs I am not 
releasing because they could be dangerous and should not be used by inexperienced operators. 
A few are not released because it is not time for them. 

I have been asked how I make money if I don’t charge for anything.  I don’t make money from 
radionics other than whatever royalties Amazon.com pays me for my books.   I keep those 
royalties low in order to keep the books affordable.  Why?  I provide a very Zen like answer, I 
want to.  Of course I have a job which makes me my living and I have used radionics to be very 
good at my job which has rewarded me financially. 

How can I find more radionics operators?  Facebook and meetup.com are some of the best 
places to network with radionics operators on a global scale.  Many people are already planning 
to move to mewe.com if Facebook censors radionics.  That is starting to happen.  There are not 
a lot of meetups so create your own “club” and hold meetings. 

Is this everything in your library?  No.  In fact I have more than one library.   For example strong 
defensive programs are in the library called W.  W – Weaponized Radionics.   Ethical use of the 
W library is important therefor programs from the W library are not available to the public. 

I want to send you a gift as a thank you, what do you want?  My favorite gift is a greeting card.  
(Hallmark is my favorite.)  Just let me know if you like my work and what you have been up to.  
Feeling appreciated is always good.  You can use the email address at the top of page 1 of this 
document. 

Closing Idea:  No one and nothing can make you happy.  Happiness comes from within you and 
that is where you must find it. 

Pete
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